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Video Pilot Software From Sanyo Centralizes
Surveillance Camera Control.
Another Innovative Introduction From Sanyo Makes Network Management Convenient.

San Diego, CA (September 25, 2006) - At ASIS thiss year, Sanyo Security Systems is
introducing their new Video Pilot Network Video Management and Recording Software.
Video Pilot is a software management platform for Sanyo's Pan Focus IP cameras and
embedded DVRs, in addition to most of the industry's IP cameras and encoders and several of
the major video capture card codecs. It offers total integration of operations, all under one
software application.
"As the industry migrates to a .networked platform, Sanyo will continue to develop new
solutions for video surveillance applications," said Frank Abram, Vice President/General

Manager, Security Products Division, Sanyo North America. "Products like our Video Pilot
Network Video Management and Recording Software demonstrate our commitment to moving
forward with the industry. By forming alliances with organizations like A&H Software House

Inc. for the development of products such as the Video Pilot software, Sanyo is able to
capitalize on the advanced technologies of our product line and allow a seamless integration
of virtually all video surveillance products into a network based system with a high degree of
flexibility. Our partnership with A&H Software House will provide Sanyo dealers with advanced
video control and management products that address the current and future needs of the
network based video surveillance market."
File tree architecture makes the Video Pilot GUI easy to navigate and operate, with multiscreen configurations, drag and drop camera placement and an easy tool bar for major
functions. The interface offers motion detection and digital zoom functions along with digital
PTZ, which allows PTZ control of both network and analog PTZ cameras with protocols
supported by network servers. In the file tree, it is possible to define cameras (IP, USB,
analog connected to a server capture board or any cameras connected to an embedded
DVR) and video encoders, define live view vs. archive, define remote servers, create camera
view pre-sets and access archives.
User permissions can be assigned at the server level and at the individual camera level, or
user groups can be created to assign blanket permissions. An unlimited number of users with
unique permissions can be created, while each server hosts the permissions for users
connected to that server. The Video Pilot allows for continuous recording and real-time
playback, with direct access to archives from the file tree. Time/date search is easily
accomplished through a customizable scale bar, with motion search on playback.
User friendly wizards and comprehensive user management make the Video Pilot extremely
versatile and convenient to use. Each server can support from one to an unlimited number of
cameras, while multiple clients can be connected to a single server or one client can be
connected to multiple servers.
"We were really pleased to work with Sanyo on the Video Pilot Project," said Boris Bronstein
of A&H Software House, Inc. "This project was all about utilizing our extensive surveillance
software expertise in developing a heterogeneous solution to take the greatest advantage of
Sanyo's wide variety of current and future CCTV hardware. As the result, among many other
strong points, Video Pilot can effectively manage multiple video sources including DSR series
DVRs, the latest Pan Focus cameras and a variety of megapixel cameras to name a few. And

the ultimate winner of such integration certainly is a Sanyo CCTV customer."

There are three versions of the Video Pilot Network Video Management and Recording
Software:
Enterprise Edition - For unlimited clients, with unlimited camera connection plus
control, recording, and management of Sanyo DSR-3700 series DVRs, Sanyo Pan
Focus IP cameras and other manufacturers' standard IP and megapixel cameras.
Advanced Edition - For up to five clients, with 16 camera connection plus control,
recording, and management of Sanyo Pan Focus IP cameras and other manufacturers'
standard IP cameras.
Lite Edition - for single users, with up to a four-camera connection plus control,
recording and management of Sanyo Pan Focus IP cameras. For more information
contact Sanyo Security Systems by calling toll free
1.888.893.7403, or visit www.sanyocctv.com
About Sanyo
SANYO Electric Co., Ltd. is a $23 billion manufacturer and distributor of consumer and
commercial electronics, including multimedia and telecommunication products. Based in
Chatsworth, California, SANYO Fisher Company (a division of SANYO North America Corporation, a subsidiary of SANYO Electric Co., Ltd.) markets digital cameras, wireless
phones, audio systems, portable and automotive mobile electronics, HD televisions, dictation
devices, home appliances, LCD projectors, air conditioning systems and security video
equipment.
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